Pediatric Vision Development Center
Phone: (770) 904-0979
Website: www.visiontherapy4kids.com
Email: PVDCvisiontherapy@gmail.com
GWINNETT LOCATION:
2055 Hamilton Creek Pkwy #120
Dacula, GA 30019
Fax: 470-655-7914

FORSYTH LOCATION:
2920 Ronald Reagan Blvd. #104
Cumming, GA 30041
Fax: 470-297-3854

__________________________________________________________________________________________
WELCOME TO PEDIATRIC VISION DEVELOPMENT CENTER
We look forward to meeting you at your appointment. Below are some helpful tips provided by InfantSEE
program, in preparing for your appointment at the Pediatric Vision Development Center.
When setting an appointment time, let the practitioner know if you have any special concerns or conditions.
Set an appointment time that is most agreeable to the baby's schedule, avoiding nap time.
On the day of the visit: Children in this age group generally perform best if the assessment takes place when
they are alert. Because infants tend to be more cooperative and alert when feeding, it is also helpful to bring a
bottle to feed the child, sunglasses if your child’s eyes are dilated. Bring a security toy or object for the infant,
but also toys or games that will hold older siblings' interest if they are coming too. If possible, arrange for only
the infant and the parent to be present during the appointment.
During the assessment: Most eye exams will take about an hour and part of that time may include waiting for
the dilation drops to take effect. You will most likely you will be asked to hold the baby on your lap, or on a lap
pillow. Parents should be present for the assessment to help the baby focus on the doctor, so avoid talking to the
baby or adults during the assessment. You may be recruited to hold targets or be a puppet master to hold the
baby's attention during certain procedures. Be ready to play each "game" first to show the baby that it is safe
and fun.
CANCELLED OR MISSED APPOINTMENTS: Please understand that each appointment time is dedicated
to you and is therefore not available to anyone else. We understand emergencies occur, please notify us as soon
as possible if you are unable to keep your appointment. If you have not cancelled your appointment and do not
show, you are making this appointment time unavailable for others.
There is a $35.00 Fee for Not Showing for your appointment and/or Cancellations within 24 hours.
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